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Dear Brenda,
Your products, MegaCleanse and Joint Renewal have been instrumental in helping me overcome
my gout condition.
In my early thirties, I began to experience an extreme arthritic condition known as gout - a
hereditary illness that is caused by a failure to clear purine, a commonly digested acid. Gout is
caused by excessive purine levels in the blood stream that periodically crystallize in the joint
areas of the body (toes, ankles, knees, etc.). When the purine buildup occurs, it can take days or
sometimes weeks for the human body to naturally filter the crystals from the system. Anyone
who has gout will tell you that the pain associated with a gout attack is so severe that even the
most basic mobility tasks, such as standing or walking, become practically impossible.
Typically, I would have 4 to 6 gout attacks per year, and, with each attack, I would visit to the
emergency room to get a prescription medicine to accelerate the evacuate of purine from my
system. In one instance, I had to have arthroscopic surgery to remove the crystals in my knee.
There is no known cure for gout, and every physician I turned to placed me on strict dietary and
prescription regiments. However, this avenue of treatment did not lessen the frequency or
severity of my attacks. More importantly, they did not protect my joints as the attacks persisted,
and, eventually, the cartilage and tissue within the joints began to deteriorate. I became very
afraid to go for long walks, run or exercise because the added stress on my joint areas would
actually induce the next gout attack. Clearly, the doctors’ treatment was not working, and it is
here where I was first introduced to your natural line of products.
I take the recommended dosage of MegaCleanse because I travel often for work, and it’s difficult
for me to keep hydrated and maintain my dietary discipline. MegaCleanse keeps me regular no
matter what the circumstance; an imperative for regulating the purine level in my blood stream.
More importantly, it is far less caustic to my system than the prescription medicine, and there are
no side effects.
I began taking the Joint Renewal product specifically to rebuild the damaged joint areas, and the
effect was nearly instantaneous. I began to witness noticeable improvements in a few short
weeks, and after 2 months, I felt healed. That’s just the beginning! While I was hopeful for
results with rebuilding tissue and cartilage, I had no expectation the supplements would help
contain my actual gout problem. But indeed that is exactly what happened! I’ve had only one
attack in each of the years since I began using your product.
Brenda, I don’t know how to thank you! I truly believed I was destined for a wheelchair.
Together, the Joint Renewal and MegaCleanse provide the most effective defense I could ask for,
and they are able to do what the prescription medicine could not: proactively keep my purine
levels low and repair and strengthen the joint tissue thus making them far less susceptible to
attacks. Bravo! I’m definitely a lifetime customer.

With Best Regards,

Bill Ianni

